PLEASE SEE BELOW FOR A LIST OF GENERAL SUPPLIES, BY DEPARTMENT. MORE SPECIFIC LISTS WILL BE GIVEN BY EACH TEACHER ON THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL.

### MATH DEPARTMENT

- 3 Ring Binder
- Loose leaf paper
- Extra-large paper textbook cover
- Pencils & erasers
- Scientific or Graphing Calculator (TI-83 or TI-84 series graphing calculators are highly recommended for all Algebra II, Pre-Calculus, Calculus, and Statistics courses)

### BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

- Flash drive
- Pens/pencils
- Calculator (only for those enrolled in Accounting I & II, Investing & Financial Literacy classes)
- ½"-3 Ring Binder (only for those enrolled in Accounting I classes)

### SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

- 3-ring binder (1” or 1 ½”)
- Lined paper for binder
- Set of 5 tab dividers for binder
- Index cards, lined
- Pencils
- Blue or black pens
- Highlighter (any color)
- Small pencil sharpener
- Scientific calculator (with exp or ee button, TI-30X recommended)
- Flash drive

### LANGUAGE ARTS DEPARTMENT

- Spiral bound notebook with folders or separate folders
- Pens
- Pencils
- Book covers
SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT

- Notebook and/or 3-ring binder
- Folder with pockets
- Marble composition book
- Binder dividers
- Pens and pencils
- Folder
- Book cover or book sock
- Highlighter
- Lined paper

SPECIAL NEEDS DEPARTMENT

- Pens & pencils
- 2 pocket folders (varied colors)
- 5 tab dividers
- Wide ruled composition notebooks
- 3 ring binder (1 inch or 1.5 inch)
- Erasers
- Tissues
- Marble notebooks

WORLD LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT

- Spiral notebook
- Pens & pencils
- Highlighter
- Pocket folder
- Index cards
- Foreign language dictionary
- Headphones or earbuds
- USB flash drive

ROTC CLASSES

- Notebook
- Pen/pencil
- Folder
HEALTH & PE DEPARTMENT

Blue, white or grey t-shirt (non-form fitted, logo free, except WHS)
Blue, white, grey, or black gym shorts (school appropriate)
Athletic sneakers
White socks
Combination lock

VISUAL & PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT

Intro to Art, Studio Art & Drawing - Mr. Longo & Mr. Shockley
Pencil with eraser or Drawing pencil set to class everyday
Plexi- Ruler 12" or 18"
Drawing Sketchbook spiral type, approximately 9"x12", 100 sheets
Journal Notebook  Lined  approx. 9"x12"
1 BLACK SHARPIE Fine
1 BLACK SHARPIE Very fine or ultra fine
Magic Marker set of 12 assorted colors
Colored Pencil Set of 12 or more
Flash drive
Folder for worksheets project sheets

Studio Art 2 & AP – Mr. Garrick
Kneaded Eraser
Eraser
Prisma Colored Pencils
2B, 4B, 5B, & 6B Pencils
Sketch Books
Scratch Boards & Simple tools.
9x12 sketchbook
8 - 16 gb flashdrive

Ceramics - Mrs. Winters & Mr. Shockley
A sketch book (at least 8.5x11 in size)
3 trash bags (these will be used to store clay projects)
Two old t-shirts (these will be cut up and uses to keep clay wet)
Two sponges

Graphic Arts required supplies - Mrs. Ferranto
Binder with clear sleeves to protect work
8 or 16 GB thumb drive to store work and bring in files
Pen or pencil every day to class
Sketchbook
**Photography Class - Mrs. DeAngelis**

9x12 Sketchbook (Mixed Media)
Glue Stick
Scissors
Sharpies - colored
Sharpies - black thin
Colored pencils
SD card 8-16gb
camera* optional

Ear buds

**Dance - Mrs. Shoemaker**

Black leotard (bodysuit)
Long black jazz or yoga pants
Tan ballet or soft jazz shoes

All items can be purchased at a local dance supply store. Check the web for stores near you. You can also purchase these items at your local Payless, Walmart, Target or department store; however only until supplies last which usually is from August through October.

**Acting – Miss Krapevka**

Folder
Pencils

**Piano Lab**

Folder
Notebook

**Music Theory – Mr. Fantazzi**

Folder
Pencils

**Concert Band & Wind Ensemble – Mr. Fantazzi**

Instrument
Pencil